The La Quinta Performing Arts Department would like to thank the following people for their support:

**The La Quinta High School Performing Arts Department proudly presents:**

**Spring Concert**

**May 28, 7:00PM**

La Quinta High School Cafeteria

Richard Sebastian, Instrumental Director

Sofiya Prykhitko, Teacher Candidate
2019 LA QUINTA HS BAND SPRING CONCERT
RICHARD SEBASTIAN, INSTRUMENTAL DIRECTOR
SOFIYA PRYKHITKO, TEACHER CANDIDATE

CONCERT BAND:

**Fight of the Thunderbird**............................Richard L. Saucedo

Cheerleader..................................................Arr. by Patrick Roszell

Sammie Nguyen, Student Conductor

Knights of Dunvegan.................................Richard Meyer

The Lion King.............................................Arr. by Michael Brown

SYMPHONIC BAND:

**Emperata Overture**...............................Claude T. Smith

Peter Ngo, Student Conductor

**Among the Clouds**..........................Brian Balmages

Dorothy Nguyen, Student Conductor

**Black Panther**.................................Ludwig Goransson

Arr. by Michael Brown

Ashley Dao, Student Conductor

**How to Train Your Dragon**........................John Powell

Arr. by Sean O'Loughlin

FLUTE:

*Quincy Huynh
Katelyn Chung
Heidi Jimenez
Kayla Nguyen
Ashley Tran

SAXOPHONE:

*Henrix Huynh
Daniel Vasquez
*Andrew Nguyen

SYMPHONIC BAND:

**ALTO SAXOPHONE**............................Trevor Takao-

Jesus Perdomo -
Kenh Son -
Nhat-Chau Nguyen -
Vivian Truong -
Vincent Nguyen

**BARI SAXOPHONE**............................+Jenny Cherney

**BARITONE**.................................Thalia Nguyen -

Adam Alexander

Christina Ly -
Edward Nguyen

Sarah Nguyen -
Lawrence Nguyen

**BASS SAXOPHONE**............................+Jenny Cherney

**TENOR SAXOPHONE**............................Ivan Austin Phou -

*Christine Nguyen

**HORN**...........................................Kayla Schweitzer -

**TROMBONE**.................................Steve Le -

Collin Nguyen

**PERCUSSION**...............................Crystal Bui -

*Ashley Dao

**TRUMPET**.................................Christopher Ngo

Derrick Pham
Robin Nguyen
Sammie Nguyen
Joshua Chan
Aldo Gomez

**TROMBONE**.................................Collin Le

*Darren Ngo

**TUBA**.........................................*Phillip Nguyen

*Principal Chair
- Senior
+Officer

**TROMBONE**.................................Collin Le

*Darren Ngo

**TUBA**.........................................*Phillip Nguyen

*Principal Chair
- Senior
+Officer

**CONCERT BAND:**

**Clarinet:**

*Jasmine Chan
Chloe Dang
Viridiana Garcia
Kevin Le
Tory Luu
An Nguyen
Dylan Nguyen
Vivian Phan
William Truong

**Trumpet:**

*Christopher Ngo
Derrick Pham
Robin Nguyen
Sammie Nguyen
Joshua Chan
Aldo Gomez

**Trombone:**

*Collin Le
*Darren Ngo

**Tuba:**

*Phillip Nguyen

*Principal Chair
- Senior
+Officer